I-A region genetic restriction in the production and action of an antigen-specific T-helper factor which bears I-A region determinant(s).
Antigen-specific T-helper factor (ThF) augments the contact sensitivity reaction induced by the injection of small numbers of picrylated cells into mice. ThF was produced by injected picrylated spleen cells into the footpads and taking the 24-hr culture supernatant of the regional lymph node cells. Analysis showed that there was a genetic restriction in the induction of ThF, between these picrylated cells and the mouse making the ThF, which maps to the I-A region. This finding suggests that the receptor on the T cell which makes ThF, and by implication ThF itself, bears recognition site(s) for both antigen and I-A. ThF was then prepared from mice painted on the skin with picryl chloride, and the genetic restriction in its action was investigated. There was a requirement for genetic matching between the mouse producing the ThF and the final recipient which mapped to the I-A region. The genotype of the picrylated cell used as a source of antigen was unimportant. This I-A genetic restriction, together with the finding that ThF bears at least some I-A determinants, suggests that ThF may act by binding to the picrylated cells used as a source of antigen through its antigen-binding site and hence provide the I-A determinants needed for the recognition of antigen in the context of self-MHC. The present findings add to the list of antigen-specific factors which have a two-chain structure and show genetic restriction in their induction, action, and in the interaction between their chains which maps to the same region as the MHC-related determinant(s) which they bear.